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NEW QUESTION: 1
Risk management programs are designed to reduce risk to:
A. the point at which the benefit exceeds the expense.
B. a level that is too small to be measurable.
C. a rate of return that equals the current cost of capital.
D. a level that the organization is willing to accept.
Answer: D
Explanation:

Risk should be reduced to a level that an organization is
willing to accept. Reducing risk to a level too small to
measure is impractical and is often cost-prohibitive. To tie
risk to a specific rate of return ignores the qualitative
aspects of risk that must also be considered. Depending on the
risk preference of an organization, it may or may not choose to
pursue risk mitigation to the point at which the benefit equals
or exceeds the expense. Therefore, choice C is a more precise
answer.

NEW QUESTION: 2
This program, formerly called CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and
Medical Program-Uniformed Services), is a health care program
for active members of the military and other qualified family
members.
A. workers' compensation
B. Indian Health Service
C. CHAMPVA
D. TRICARE
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Cisco MCU feature allows a video participant to dial in
to view permanent and active conferences and select a
conference to join, or allow them to create a new conference?
A. ACD
B. Auto Attendant
C. preconfigured participant
D. ad hoc conferencing
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company is migrating its on-premises build artifact server to
an AWS solution. The current system consists of an Apache HTTP
server that serves artifacts to clients on the local network,
restricted by the perimeter firewall. The artifact consumers
are largely build automation scripts that download artifacts
via anonymous HTTP, which the company will be unable to modify
within its migration timetable.
The company decides to move the solution to Amazon S3 static
website hosting. The artifact consumers will be migrated to
Amazon EC2 instances located within both public and private
subnets in a virtual private cloud (VPC).
Which solution will permit the artifact consumers to download
artifacts without modifying the existing automation scripts?
A. Create a NAT gateway within a public subnet of the VPC. Add
a default route pointing to the NAT gateway into the route

table associated with the subnets containing consumers.
Configure the bucket policy to allow the s3:ListBucket and
s3:GetObject actions using the condition IpAddress and the
condition key aws:SourceIp matching the elastic IP address if
the NAT gateway.
B. Create a VPC endpoint and add it to the route table
associated with subnets containing consumers.
Configure the bucket policy to allow s3:ListBucket and
s3:GetObject actions using the condition StringEquals and the
condition key aws:sourceVpce matching the identification of the
VPC endpoint.
C. Create a VPC endpoint and add it to the route table
associated with subnets containing consumers.
Configure the bucket policy to allow s3:ListBucket and
s3:GetObject actions using the condition IpAddress and the
condition key aws:SourceIp matching the VPC CIDR block.
D. Create an IAM role and instance profile for Amazon EC2 and
attach it to the instances that consume build artifacts.
Configure the bucket policy to allow the s3:ListBucket and
s3:GetObjects actions for the principal matching the IAM role
created.
Answer: B
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